This article analyzes the loss of legitimacy that the economic crisis brought upon representative democracy and the consequences that can be drawn for the thesis of the end of History. The thesis we defend here is that the deterioration of the welfare state, as a result, under very specific conditions, of the capitalism in certain parts of the world, runs parallel with the delegative degradation of democracy. Keywords: Democracy; capitalism; politics; history; Fukuyama.
ethic@ -Florianópolis v.12, n.2, p.289 -300, Dez. 2013. the occurrence of one or more "Events" (also capitalized) would be required. The problem, then, consists in deciding whether or not the current economic crisis is one of these "Events". 7 Does the current economic crisis threaten the capitalism and -what concerns us especially -the liberal democracy?
When in 1999 Fukuyama wrote his text in defense of his thesis of the end of History, and therefore the validity of the liberal democracy, he pointed out something that may be of interest for us to start thinking about this issue. He said then: "... the events of the last ten years have discredited even more the main competitor (that is, of liberal democracy) ... the so-called "Asian development model". The economic crisis that hit Asia has shown the emptiness of Asian soft authoritarianism, because it intended to base its legitimacy on the economic progress, and that made it vulnerable in periods of crisis". 8 Well, now that the crisis touches us to a much greater extent than to Asians countries, cannot we say the same about liberal democracy? Note that it is not about the economic crisis jeopardizing its survival -at the end of the day, the economic crisis of the late nineties did not end with the "soft"
Asian authoritarianism either -but eroding its legitimacy. In fact, the existence of a shortage of legitimacy of the liberal political system is such an old and recurring theme as the very existence of such a system of government, which has triggered various proposals for its replacement or, more moderately, complementation: from the theories of participatory democracy, more or less inspired by the revolutionary practice of the workers' councils, 9 to the latest of a radical or deliberative democracy. 10 The novelty is that the crisis, and this seems hardly disputable, 11 has provided that the mistrust towards liberal democracy transcends the more or less narrow circles of the intellectual elite to begin to spread through the increasingly large segments of the population who, let's put it graphically with Beck, begin to perceive that political institutions have become "horseless riders". 12 Let us reflect briefly on how the reasons for this divorce would be of interest. In this article we will only point out the particularly significant, leaving the most obvious aside -but not least important;
we refer, of course, to the high level of corruption of the political class in some countries, including ours.
The first one we want to point out is strictly political. A symptom of the discredit that threats the liberal democracy could be inferred from the fact that the way it operates, in the critical juncture we find ourselves, allows us to describe it in Carl Schmitt's terms; that is, in terms of one of its greatest critics.
Indeed, the crisis has made the different governments of the nations that suffer from it face similar situations that Carl Schmitt regarded as exceptional, and when confronting them they have acted as the German jurist and philosopher prescribed, namely: making sovereign decisions that on Indeed, in those countries hit by the crisis, their governments have finally adopted -leaving the value judgments about their good or bad attitude in doing so aside -an austerity policy which objectives are to reduce the state deficit and to increase the competitiveness of their economies; and to achieve both objectives, they recurred to cuts in social benefits in education, health, pensions, etc, and to the proposal to adopt a series of labor reforms which immediate consequence is no other than the lowering of labor costs (a labor costs decrease that the state has achieved by imposing its employees more and more salary cuts).
That means that the dual socio-economic condition, material foundation of the stability and legitimacy that the liberal-democratic political regime had been gaining since the end of World War II: the increase in the purchasing power in wage income and the development of a social protection system, have entered into outright recession. Instead, the percentage of population that crosses the dark poverty threshold increases, the one-time middle class depletes and the trend that was already occurring before the crisis radicalizes leading to an increase of economic inequality. 21 The capitallabor pact that allowed the development of welfare societies seems broken. We have entered a zerosum game and there seems to be no doubt of who wins and who losses it. Once the deregulation of the financial market, the offshoring and the almost entirely free capital flow succeed, it uses the crisis to assault the last trenches left to be conquered: the deregulation of the labor market and the dismantling of social benefits, leaving the way open to turn them into fertile fields where new and lucrative business flourish.
All these considerations allow us to understand the reason behind those who blew the whistle on the "cultural" drifting of the Left. 22 No matter how understandable it was during the economic boom, it seems now that there are urgent demands more important than defending the right to claim recognition of difference. The problem is that the traditional Left does not seem better equipped to deal with what is happening to the postmodern and basically academic Left. Its long collusion with the discredited system makes it also fall into discredit. And the same changes that have led us to the capitalism in its current global form which have narrow, as we have seen, the maneuver margin of national governments, affect although not to a lesser extent, the old Left organizations. Certainly, the number of dispossessed increases, but this does not endow them with the uniformity nor the discipline that was premised on the Marxist concept of class, touchstone, after all, of all those organizations, whether these claimed to be revolutionary or reformist, socialist, Perhaps it is now time to outline some recap and conclusions, however provisional, on the issue that concerns us. Of course, the crisis does not seem to be the "Event" that will topple the hegemony of the liberal democracy. To this date there appears to be no available and desirable alternative to it -although this does not mean that we do not have to be aware of authoritarian involutions that the crisis, like 11s attack at the time, may be producing. Yet, the crisis can draw conclusions in the field of political philosophy. If we are not mistaken in our diagnosis, the crises becomes a particularly significant link in a chain of events triggered in the past three decades which consequence seems to point in the one and the same direction: the deterioration, if not its delegative denaturation, of the legitimacy of this form of government.
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But this conclusion -more realistic, we believe, than moderated -in the field of political philosophy is enough, in our opinion, to seriously question the thesis of the end of History because, as we clarified before, it is not required that the liberal democracy disappears de facto to falsify it, only that its legitimacy is sufficiently eroded (not to mention that it denatures in more or less delegative forms events -deregulation of financial markets, neoliberal political-ideological offensive, the emergence of capitalism in its informational version ... ultimately, the outbreak of the crisis -may in isolation constitute the "Event" that reactivates History. But the sum of them all, following our thesis, has already reactivated it. In this regard, it is not without significance that Fukuyama himself has shifted to talk about the "Future of History" 26 and he foresees that the main dangers threatening the happy ending he had envisioned are precisely the Chinese model of authoritarian capitalism and, overall and particularly, the rapid decline of the middle class in democratic countries affected by the crisis. 27 And what happens is that the term "democracy", when deprived of its socio-economic sustenance, is in danger of becoming almost as vacuous as the adjective "communist" when applied to the current Chinese system.
We cannot, however, leave at this point the analysis of the thesis of the end of history, because even assuming that we have successfully shown the weakness of one of the basis on which it relied on -its political support: the unquestionable legitimacy of liberal democracy -we still have to analyze its other ground: the unsurpassable capitalism as mode of production. And, after all, it is possible that both are intrinsic and deeply interconnected.
In fact, our conclusion here should not please the leftist spirits, quite the opposite, i. If liberal democracy threatens to be nothing but an empty shell; capitalism, in contrast, has acquired, in its new version, despite the crisis, or just thanks to it, an up to now unknown strength.
And as far as we know, we can now say that this crisis is not the Event of revolutionary consequences call to bring to end the capitalist mode of production. In fact, our diagnosis, let us say it now, is that the crisis will come to punish the resetting of the power that had been happening within it. 33 A new distribution of power in which the room that needs to be necessarily made for the ethic@ -Florianópolis v.12, n.2, p.289 -300, Dez. 2013.
emerging economic powers -with China on the leading role -must be released by those countries that have been most severely affected by this crisis.
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We can now reach a conclusion with which finalize this writing. The thesis of the end of History claimed that liberal democracy and the capitalist mode of production were the unsurpassable political and economic horizons for humanity. What the current economic crisis, as far as we understand, reveals is that the global development of capitalism erodes seriously the legitimacy of democracy. The underlying problem, ultimately, is that the assumption behind the optimistic thesis of the end of History, which is the correspondence between liberal democracy and capitalism, does not seem sustainable. The economy rules over politics imposing its logic. The challenge is that politics manage to bridle the economy. A challenge in which not only the future of liberal democracy but also of democracy tout court is at stake. 15 What highlights something that has been repeatedly mentioned since the advent of the global society: the obsolescence of the nation-state model to face the challenges that it entails. 16 Antonio Campillo offers a quick and condensed analysis of this period in his essay "Del estado soberano a la globalización del riesgo", collected in his book, cited above, El concepto de lo politico en la sociedad global. Cf. p. 231 et seq. What we are going to say about it, fully agrees with his exposure. 17 To the point that many of those who wanted to keep seeing something similar to the persistence of the old social structure of the industrial capitalism itself, chose to stop talking about "social classes" to start talking about "stratus". The blurring of social classes is reflected in the variable identification that the intellectual Left has been doing of the revolutionary subject (or at least non-conformist): from Foucault's "The Plebe" to the Negri and Hardt's "The Multitude" , through "el pueblo" of our dear Agustín García Calvo. The title of the letter, on the other hand, makes it clear that we will return to it immediately. Although we may disagree with his idealistic explanation of the faults attributed to the Left, the same criticisms are not trivial. 25 This conclusion would be unilateral if we did not even mention another political phenomenon of opposite meaning. We refer to the emergence of movements of outraged citizens as 15 M in our country or the Occupy Wall Street in USA. The theoretical significance thereof is, in our view, clear. They constitute an amendment to the realization of liberal democracy from the vindication, and above all, practice of the participatory and radical aspects of itself. Although, as demonstrated dramatically in our country, they did not have a significant electoral impact, we do not think its influence must be underestimated. To begin with, they, not the traditional leftist organizations, are the ones who have managed to articulate the closest movement to a significant transnational defense response to the consequences of the crisis. To continue, they have succeeded in imposing many of their claims on the agendas of the political parties (if only for them ethic@ -Florianópolis v.12, n.2, p.289 -300, Dez. 2013. to reject them). Finally, they have undeniably contributed to the discredit of the political class who has appropriated the springs of liberal democracy threatening to empty it of content. In addition, they have also contributed to the crisis of legitimacy of the current political system. 26 We now, as promised in a previous footnote, return to Fukuyama's article about "The Future of History". 27 Some data and considerations contributed by Fukuyama about the United States are no less significant than those we've seen related to my country: "Finally, the economist Raghuram Rajan has argued persuasively that since Americans are reluctant to commit to a clear redistribution, the United States has sought instead a very dangerous and inefficient form of redistribution over the past generation, subsidizing mortgages for low-income family homes. This trend, facilitated by a glut of liquidity coming from China and other countries, gave many ordinary Americans the illusion that their living standards were rising steadily over the past decade. In this regard, the burst of the housing bubble of 2008-2009 was not but a cruel reversal of meaning. Americans today can enjoy cheap mobile phones, no expensive clothes and Facebook, but increasingly they cannot afford their own homes, or health insurance, or a comfortable pension at retirement.
An even more worrying phenomenon, identified by the venture capitalist Peter Thiel and economist Tyler Cowen, is that the benefits of the most recent wave of technological innovation has grown disproportionately for the most talented members of society and education. This phenomenon helped cause the massive growth of inequality in the United States over the past generation. In 1974, one percent of the richest families took home nine percent of GDP; in 2007, that share had risen up to 23.5 %". "The Future of History. Can Liberal Democracy Survive the Decline of the Middle Class?". Freely available in www.foreignaffairs.com/articles/136782/francis-fukuyama/the-future-of-history. 28 It, by the way, would demonstrate that he was never a simple neo-liberal, at the same time that he could explain his slow but steady distancing of theses more characteristic of the American Neocons. 29 Basically does not mean only. We have already said what we think of the contribution that the protest movements against the crisis have made to this process. But note that, as its description shows, these have had a reactive nature. That is, they have acted, or at least have acted in a massively significant way, post hoc only, where hoc refers to the economic crisis. 30 As Luis Arenas has timely reminded us in his writing, still unprecedented, "Es el capital, estúpidos!". Furthermore, obviously this aim is not presented in this way to the plebe, crowd or people but rather as to create jobs. 31 "The bourgeoisie subjected ... East to West", had already written Marx and Engels in Manifesto of the Communist Party.
32 A possibility, of course, that did not go unnoticed to Marx, who foreseeing that the, as we would call it today, global development of the capitalist market lead to a cosmopolitan competition among the workers, concludes: "...today, thanks to the competition on the world-market... we have advanced much further. 'If China', says Mr Stapleton, M.P., to his constituents, 'should become a great manufacturing country, I do not see how the manufacturing population of Europe could sustain the contest without descending to the level of their competitors'... The wished-for goal of English capital is no longer Continental wages but Chinese" Capital. Vol. I, Chapter 24. Note 40. At this point is where, in our view, Fukuyama was totally wrong. China's threat to Western countries is not political -to argue that nobody in the West wants to adopt the Chinese "communism" as a model of political regime is so obvious that does not even deserve consideration -but economic. It is his version of capitalism which conceals the trend that attracts the market forces. 33 In fact, to get back on the subject of the middle classes, we must say that these do not decrease to a global scale but increases. And while they undergo a tough slimming diet in old Europe or the United States, they vigorously grow in the emerging countries. Cf. article by A. Ortega, "El declive de las clases medias", published in El País, edition of July 1, 2012. Something else, given the ambiguity of the term "middle class", is whether these new middle classes have the same characteristics as the European-American. 34 Like my country. Does anyone remember the ambitions of Aznar about Spain entering in the select group of the G8? Today Rajoy hardly receives an invitation to participate in the G 20 meetings.
